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We are concerned with stationary solutions of the following non-
linear’ degenerate diffusion equation

)]( 1 ) ut=(u)xx+ udy-- udy in R (0, c)

where ml is a constant, 0grg c a parameter and u(x, t)O denotes
the population density at position x e R and ime t0. Equations o
his type, proposed by .Nagai and Mimura [4J, represent a spatially
spreading population model or a class o aggregating phenomena o
individuals. The first term corresponds to the transport of popula-
tion through a nonlinear diffusion process called density-dependent
dispersal (e.g. Gurney and Nisbet [2], Gurtin and MacCamy [3]). The
second term provides an aggre.gaive mechanism hat moves individ-
uals to the right (resp. let) direction when

u(y t) dy u(y, t) dy (resp <).

Thus a non-trivial stationary solution of (1) ecologically exhibits an
aggregation of individuals.

For a class of Cauchy problems including (1) subject to a non-
negative initial condition u(x, 0)=u(x)>=0 or x e R, Nagai [6] has.
shown the existence and uniqueness o weak solution. He has also
obtained some properties o the solution, or instance, the finite speed
of propagation of initial disturbance.

In the cases o r=0 and r=c, stationary solutions of the equa-
tion (1) have already been obtained. When r=0, (1) is reduced to the
porous medium equation (e.g. Aronsvn [1]) which has no non-trivial
stationary solution. In the. case o r=, Nagai and Mimura [5] have.
shown that (1) has non-trivial stationary solitary wave solutions.

In the present paper, we deal with the case o 0rc, restrict-
ing m=2. A stationary solution u(x) of (1) with m=2 is defined to.
be a non-negative unction belonging to C(R) L(R) that satisfies

( ) u e C(R),

(i )(ii) (u)x/u udy-- udy =0.

The main result is described as"
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Theorem. The equation (1) has no non-trivial stationary solution
if r/2. If r, (1) has stationary pulse-like solutions charac-
terized as below.

We introduce a unction space H defined by
H--{f e Hi(R) f(x)=0 for Ixl>=/2, f(x)--f(-- x) for all x R},

and associate a symmetric bilinear form L," H’H-R given by

Lr (f g)-- [.df .dg r f(x)--f(x--b) g(x)--g(x--b) ldxdx dx 2 b b
with r0 and b0. For the eigenvalue problem

{Find2eR i!d feHsuchthat
Lr,b(f, g)-- fgdx for all g Hs,

we have obtained"
Proposition. There exists an increasing sequence of eigenvalues

,of L,"
(r, b)2.(r, b) with lim 2(r, b)= c.

If rv2, the principal eigenvalue 2(r, b) is strictly positive for all
bO. For each rf, there exists a unique b=b(r)O such that
,the principal eigenvalue (r, b)=0. This principal eigenvalue is simple
and the principal eigenfunction f(x) is of one sign on the interval
(-/2, /2). (We may assume that f(x) is psitive on (-=/2, =/2)

.and [ ]f,dx=X.) Moreover, it holds that
j-

(a) b=b(r) is continuous and strictly increasing on the interval

(b) b(r) 0 as r $ ff and b(r)=r for
(c) f(x) is a unimodal function.
We now give a ormula or the non-trivial stationary solution of

(1) with m:2o Using be, bove reu], we
d(r)=r/2b(r) and u(x)=f (b(r)x/r).

J

Fig. 1. A stationary solution of (1)-_ (sl >_- r, s.>__r).
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Then, all the non-trivial stationary solutions u(x) of (1) are represented
in the orm

u(x)== cu(x--a)
(Fig. 1), where (c}_ and (a}(= are finite or infinite sequences of real.
numbers (i.e., -.cM, --N_, M=N) that. satisfy the
conditions

cO, a=a/-2d(r)-r,

__
c

Remark. In the case. of r=c, Nagai and Mimura [5] have ob-
tained the asymptotic behavior of a solution of the Cauchy problem
(1) subject to a non-negative: initial condition" It tends to a stationary
solution uniquely determined by the initial condition as time t tends.
to. infinity (Fig. 2).

u(x,t)

space time

Fig. 2. A solution of (1) subject to. a non-negative initial condition.
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